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Abstract 
To develop systems for letting the robot receive human orders precisely in the daily work space, this paper proposes an experimental 
system for finger direction recognition (FDR) in 3D space using stereo matching by two cameras mounted on the robot. In this FDR 
method, our algorithm estimates two finger directions: one of them is finger direction ș on the photographic surface; the other is finger 
direction ĭ of depth. These directions are obtained as projections of finger direction in 3D space to two planes. This FDR method consists 
of three steps: (1) detecting hand contour, (2) estimating ș, and (3) estimating ĭ. To evaluate this system for FDR in 3D space, we 
perform a series of evaluation experiments using a turntable capable of fixing a hand on a specific finger direction. We tried to estimate 
various finger directions and various distances for two major pointing hand forms, and evaluated the precision of ș and ĭ. As a result, we 
conclude that ș and ĭ estimations are valid when the distance between the camera and object is less than 140 and 110 cm for ș and ĭ, 
respectively. 
 
© 2012 Masahiro Ohka. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Centre of 
Humanoid Robots and Bio-Sensor (HuRoBs), Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi MARA. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, demand for robots has been spreading not only in fields of industry, but in daily life as well. It has been 
suggested that human beings provide robots with various orders according to their needs in life. Thus, robots must 
accomplish tasks for which they may be inexperienced at any time. Furthermore, to help a human being in such situations, 
robots need to receive human orders and optimize their behavior. 
When robots receive a human order, utilizing their vision is considered an effective method [1]. In general, when we 
provide orders to a robot, we use wired or wireless signals. In this case, we must use some hardware to send it signals, and 
these signals seem to be almost useless in daily life. In contrast, utilizing visual commands typified by gesture as the way of 
signal transmission, it is very convenient for human beings because any telecommunication equipment is not required. 
Already, there are many studies of gesture recognition [2]-[9], and it appears that other researchers recognize its advantage. 
Additionally, utilizing vision offers advantages of acquiring an object’s color, location, configuration, etc. Using vision 
possessing, with its many advantages for object recognition and receiving human orders, the robot can accept human 
indications and indicated objects at the same time. This means that there is a strong possibility of letting the robot perform 
advanced and complex tasks. We chose the pointing gesture as the one with which to provide our orders to robots. 
The pointing gesture is often used in daily life. This gesture has a function of sharing attention to objects and we know 
what is indicated in 3D space from two kinds of information: finger direction and fingertip. Currently, many methods of 
recognizing finger direction are proposed. One typical method is recognition from the position of the fingertip and the base 
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of the finger [10]-[12]. However, even if we follow the above study, it is difficult to recognize finger direction in the case 
where the base of the finger is hidden. Additionally, there are methods of utilizing geometric conditions of human hands 
[13][14]. However, for application to geometric conditions, the entire hand must be found clearly in a picture plane. 
Therefore, it is difficult to perform the recognition for free hand positions. 
In this study, we propose a new method for finger direction recognition (FDR) in 3D space without using position 
information of the base coordinate of the finger or geometric conditions of the hands. We define two finger directions, 
which are estimated using position information of fingertip and finger side lines to perform FDR in 3D space. To evaluate 
FDR in 3D space, a series of experiments is performed using a turntable capable of fixing a hand on a specific finger 
direction. We tried to estimate various finger directions and various distances to evaluate two finger directions: one of them 
is finger direction ș in the photographic surface; the other is finger direction ĭ of depth. 
2. Extraction of Hand Area 
If we try to accomplish FDR, we have to determine hand area on the image first. The human hand is usually skin color 
composed of red and yellow components. By excluding other colors from an image, we can get only the skin-color hand. 
Additionally, masking the face region, which has skin color, we can help obtain the hand region. Already, there are many 
studies on obtaining the hand area and fingertip point on an image; based on these ideas, we obtain the hand area on the 
image and fingertip point.  
 
       
Fig. 1. Stereo camera instrument.                                                               Fig. 2. Purseȱcontourȱlineȱwithȱskippingȱ1ȱpixel. 
2.1. Extraction of Hand Contour 
First, we extract only red areas from an image and make those areas binary image using stereo camera shown in Fig. 1 
Secondary, we regard the biggest area of them as hand area and obtain its contour using OpenCV. 
2.2. Identification of Fingertip 
A fingertip is specified as a pointed place in the hand area and has a big curvature. Here, we regard contours as an 
aggregate of contiguous pixels and pursue a pixel trajectory. In this process, we do not always pursue it in sequence but 
permit a skip of 1 or 2 pixel intervals (Fig. 2) to be regarded as a continuous pixel. We define  currcurrcurr ,P yx , 
 preprepre ,P yx  and  nextnextnext ,P yx . Points Pcurr, Ppre and Pnext mean the point in the current process, the point in the 
preceding process and the point in the subsequent process, respectively. Then, we assume two vectors precurrPP A  and 
nextcurrPP B , and define the angle between A  and B  as D4 (Fig. 3). In the place such as a fingertip, where the tangential 
direction of a curve line causes considerably large change, D4  becomes small. In other words, a point possessing smaller 
D4 than circumjacent points is assumed as a fingertip. Therefore, we calculate D4  about all points along the contour and 
compare their values. 
To compare the magnitude of D4 , we utilize an inner product BA   (where,  yx aaA , ,  yx bbB , ). When 
D4 becomes smaller, D4cos  takes a bigger value. Accordingly, we should compare D4cos  for all points to find a point 
possessing the maximum value. 
In addition, because a fingertip takes the form of an acute angle, we utilize outer products BAu  to distinguish between 
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an acute angle and an obtuse angle. If 0!uBA  is true, D4 is an acute angle. Thus, the conditions to keep the point on the 
hand contour as a fingertip are 
BA
baba yyxx
&&

 4 maxcos D         (1) 
0! xyyx baba          (2) 
We can find fingertips by using the above two formulas. 
         
Fig. 3.   on finger contour line.                                    Fig. 4. Preprocessingȱforȱestimationȱprocessȱofȱfingerȱdirection. 
               
Fig. 5. Fingerȱdirectionȱonȱphotographedȱsurface.                       Fig. 6. Mechanismȱofȱestimatingȱfingerȱdirectionȱvector 
 
2.3. Identification of Gravity Center of Hand Region 
Finally, the contour of hand region deduces basic parameters such as positions of fingertip and the gravity center of 
hand region. The pointing action of finger is recognized by analyzing these parameters. Figure 4 shows preprocessing for 
estimation of the finger direction. According to algorithm demonstrated in Section 2.2, two fingertip points are identified. 
Next, distance between each fingertip point and the gravity center of the hand region is calculated to identify actually 
pointing finger. Since the distance between the index finger and the gravity center of the hand region is greater than the 
other, the system treats the index finger as the actually pointing finger.  
After the identification of the pointing finger, two finger direction angles ș and ĭ are calculated. The procedure of the 
former angle is described in Chapter 3. The latter angle is estimated through the gravity center of the hand region and the 
position of fingertip point as described in Chapter 4.  
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3. Estimation of Finger Direction in Elevation 
Finger direction ș is the projection of finger direction in 3D space to photographic planes. Figure 5 shows the 
relationship between 3D finger direction and Finger direction ș. 
Finger direction ș can be determined as the average angle of two straight lines of the finger side. If we assume unit 
vectors along both sides of the finger, the finger direction vector in the photographic plane is defined as the sum of them 
(Fig. 6). 
To detect lines of the finger side, we detect straight lines using the Hough transform. Detecting straight lines by the 
Hough transform is already used to detect finger lines. However, since the Hough transformation consumes much 
computational time, it is inadequate for real time estimation. To overcome this problem, detecting straight lines only around 
the fingertip makes real time estimation possible. 
The method to estimate finger direction ș is composed of the following five steps in the procedure. These steps are 
repeated in every image data processing. Figure 7 shows results of estimation based on the above procedure. 
(i) Retrieve only the hand area from an image and make the retrieved area binary data. 
(ii) Cut an image in a square shape and retrieve only a limited area of the fingertip (the center of this cutting window 
image coincides with the fingertip). 
(iii) Detect straight lines using Hough transformation and lines of the finger side in the cut image. If there are some 
straight lines, decide unit vectors on the line. 
(iv) Sum up all unit vectors and decide finger direction. 
 
Fig. 7.  Procedure of fingerȱdirectionȱestimation.                                          Fig. 8.  Estimation of depth pointing angle ĭ 
         
Fig. 9.  Definition of L´ on camera image.                                                Fig. 10.  Angle definition of ș and ĭ 
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4. Estimation of Finger Direction in Top-view 
In this section, we describe the estimation of finger direction in top-view ĭ using stereo matching. In this estimation, 
we use both right and left camera images. 
4.1. Definition of Finger Direction in Top-view 
First, we extract only hand and the photographic surface as shown in Fig. 5. To estimate ĭ, we calculate 3D position 
of two points: the fingertip being used on a pointing action and the gravity center of the hand region. Here L is designated to 
the horizontal distance between the fingertip and the gravity center of the hand region. Also, distances from a camera to the 
fingertip and to the gravity center of the hand region are GD  and FD , respectively. Finger direction ĭ can be estimated by 
means of the following formula. 
L
DD FG  ) 1tan        (3) 
Relationship among these parameters is shown in Fig. 8. FD  and GD are obtained from the stereo matching. Since L is 
displayed as L´[pixel] on the camera image (Fig. 9), it is calculated from L´ if we know the camera parameters. 
4.2. Stereo Matching 
Here, we explain our measuring technique for finger direction in top-view ĭ that takes advantage of stereo matching. 
The stereo camera system possesses a common Z-axis and each camera in the system has each local X-axis. If we compare 
two images obtained from cameras, we know the nearer object has larger disparity between two images. This disparity is 
proportional to the distance to the object and is a clue to estimating the distance to the object.  
We name the each position of the object on the right and left image Rx  and Lx . In addition, we name the distance, 
which is called base length B  and the focal length f [pixel]. 
The relationship between these parameters and the distance Z to the object are represented as the following formula 
ZBfxx RL ::           
RL xx
BfZ

  .                  (4) 
We use this formula to estimate the distance to the object. 
As mentioned, the parameter of the camera is essential in the stereo matching. In the calculation, since the focal length 
f  is usually expressed in metric units, we must convert it into pixels. In addition, we must modify errors of the equipment. 
In this section, we formulate an actual formula from the above theoretical formula. 
If we introduce a new parameter k (k = Bf) and substitute it into Eq. (4), 
RL xx
kZ

          (5) 
Since the unit of B is [m] while the unit of f is [pixel], the unit of k is [m  pixel]. Next, we assume stationary error as 
1e  , 2e , 3e . 
2
1
3 e
exx
keZ
RL


        (6) 
We designate K to 3ke . Finally, Eq. (6) is deformed to  
2
1
e
exx
KZ
RL


        (7) 
This formula is applied to estimate the distance to the object. K , 1e  and 2e  are unknown parameters and we must 
evaluate these parameters by preliminary experiments as follows. 
4.3. Estimation Procedure 
We set parallel cameras on the tripod and face them toward a wall. Cameras are put on specific positions, which are 
Z[m] away from a wall marked with a dot. We compare the mark position between right and left images, and calculate 
disparity RL xx   [pixel]. From the relationship between Z and RL xx  , we can obtain the value of unknown parameters.  
Next, we describe a transformation from L´[pixel] to L[m]. A convex lens of a digital camera focuses into an image on a 
CCD (Charge Coupled Device) image sensor. On CCD, many image pickup devices are evenly distributed and each of the 
image pickup devices corresponds to one pixel on an image. Accordingly, if we want to know the actual size of an object 
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from a digital image, we should ascertain the relationship between the size of an actual object and the size of an object 
image projected through a convex lens. In other words, we should get a magnification of the lens. Convex lenses follow a 
simple equation that determines the location of the images (a), the location of the images (b), the size of the images (L) and 
the size of the images ( pL ): bLaL p ::    
This formula is deformed as 
pLb
aL          (8) 
The magnification of a lens is expressed by 
b
a . Here, the unit of L and pL  is [m]. If we designate ı [pixel/m] to 
density of image pickup devices on CCD, the relationship between L [m] and L´ [pixel] can be represented as follows: 
L
b
aL c 
V
        (9) 
We replace a, b and ı with one parameter D  (m/pixel) for simplification to obtain the following formulas: 
LL c D , 
V
D
b
a        (10) 
This formula expresses the relationship between L [m] and L´ [pixel]. If we know the value of D , we determine L using L´. 
Since the value of b and V  are constant, D  is proportional to the value of the distance to object a. By a preliminary 
experiment, we can know the relationship between D  and a. 
The method for estimating finger direction ĭ follows five steps. This procedure is repeated every frame. 
(i) Compare the right and left images and calculate the disparity of fingertips. 
(ii) As with (i), calculate the disparity of the center of gravity of the hand region.  
(iii) By using stereo matching, calculate the distance from cameras to fingertip and the distance to the center of gravity of the hand 
region. 
(iv) Calculate L´ (the horizontal distance between a fingertip and the center of gravity of the hand region on an image). Then, 
convert L´ to an actual distance L. 
(v) Determine finger direction ĭ using FD , GD and L. 
5. Experimental Results and Discussion 
To evaluate this system for FDR, we produce a turntable to fix the hand. This turntable has two axes that can move 
freely to the rotation directions ș and ĭ. This turntable does not have color similar to red in order to not interfere with 
finding a hand region. In this experiment, we define the polar coordinates of the finger direction shown in Fig. 10. 
 
Fig. 11.  Scenery of evaluation experiment 
5.1. Experimental Procedure 
We aimed to measure the precision of estimating ș and ĭ. We put a hand at a distance from the camera and perform a 
pointing gesture using the first finger (Fig. 11); we use a blue background. The estimation is performed for 10 seconds, and 
we fix a finger angle during the estimation. We perform this experiment for ș = 112.5, 135, 157.5 and 180[°] and ĭ=-45, 0 
and 45[°]. Also, we perform a similar experiment about different distances from the camera: 50, 80 and 110 [cm]. After the 
estimation, we compare the demonstrated angle with the estimated angle to evaluate this system. 
In addition, we set a detection rate (DR) as another evaluation standard. We define detection rate as follows: 
frames processed ofnumber   totalThe
direction  theesimating of capable frame ofnumber  The100DR[%] u     (11) 
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The estimation is performed for consecutive still frame images. The high DR means that our system can estimate the finger 
direction many times. Even if estimation values of both ș and ĭ are accurate, since the number of frames capable of 
estimating a finger direction becomes more important for transmitting human indication to robots, accuracy of the 
estimation is not always useful in real time. Therefore, we check DR for both ș and ĭ. 
5.2. Experimental Results and Discussion 
Table.1 show experimental results of FDR. On the whole, ș is superior to ĭ in accuracy of an estimation value and ĭ 
is superior to ș in detection rate. 
T  is superior to ĭ in accuracy of an estimation value and smallness of standard deviation (SD). In the estimation of ș, 
we utilize the lines of finger side. Although it is difficult to find these lines, if we could find them at once we can decide 
finger direction accurately. Therefore estimated ș has high strictness. In the estimation of ĭ, we can determine ĭ from only 
two points: fingertip and gravity center of hand region. But in the process of the fingertip detection algorithm, a bit of 
position gap of fingertip occurs between right and left images. That means the accuracy of stereo matching becomes worse 
to decrease accuracy.  
T  marks the best value at ĭ = 0°. In this case, photographic surface just faces cameras and we could find finger side 
lines easily. In addition, finger side lines were near to a finger direction vector. Therefore ș marks the best value. On the 
other hand, SD of ș becomes worse at ĭ = 45°, especially ș = 112.5°. This error seems to be caused due to the gap between 
finger side lines and a correct finger direction vector. When we point obliquely upward, the underside of finger becomes 
visible. In that case, finger side lines correspond to finger pad line and finger back line. These lines don’t provide much 
precise finger direction vector. 
ĭ marks the best value at ș = 180°. In specific, when a distance is 50cm, the error is less than 10 degrees. But 
otherwise are not always good by reason of the above problem of finger cushion line and finger back line. 
In the estimation of ș, we can’t find out that estimate accuracy decays progressively with distance. But, in the 
estimation of ĭ, estimate accuracy decays progressively with distance. We utilize L (the horizontal distance between the 
fingertip and the gravity center of hand region) in the estimation of ĭ. Since L[m] is expressed as L´[pixel] in a camera 
image, the longer a distance to camera becomes, the longer the distance expressed by one pixel becomes. Thus, a fingertip 
position error between right and left image becomes larger too. We consider that this is one reason why estimation accuracy 
decays progressively with distance. 
 
Table 1. Result of evaluation experiment  
(a) 50cm 
 
 
(b) 80cm 
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(c) 110cm 
 
6. Conclusion 
We have introduced an experimental system for FDR in 3D using stereo matching by two cameras, which will be 
mounted on a robot. This method can be applied to the case that the bases of finger are in hiding. We estimate two finger 
directions: one of them is finger direction ș in the photographic surface and the other is finger direction ĭ of depth. They 
are projection of finger direction in 3D to two planes. We had adequate specification only at a close distance in the 
estimation of ĭ. But it seems to us that if we classify polar coordinates into some modes and cause ĭ to be coverage toward 
these modes, we get suitable values at some level. Additionally, if we use higher resolution image, this estimator obtains 
higher specification. 
In this method, we define a pointing finger as “the farthest finger from gravity center of hand region”. Therefore, this 
method can be applied to not only first finger but other fingers.  
In the future work, first, we would like to explore an estimator robust over lights. Now we decide skin color in advance, 
next we would like to take skin color from human’s face using a face detector. By doing this, robots will be able to 
recognize human’s finger in the various situation. Secondly, we set out to make a robot to grasp objects which a human 
being points. 
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